
Meet Manager Instructions: During the meet 

 Run Menu 

 
 

 Under the column “Finals Time”, enter NS for any swimmer who does not swim 

 If you receive a slip from a certified observer indicating a violation of rules, click the box in the “DQ” 

column. 

 Similarly, you can indicate an exhibition swimmer by clicking the box in the “Exh” column. 

 

 If you need to move swimmers to different lanes or heats, click on the Adjust button in the center. 

 
o You can move swimmers by clicking and dragging to the new location. 

o If you need to enter another swimmer in a given event, click on ‘Show Eligible Swimmers’ 

 You can then click and drag any eligible swimmer from the list and into any heat/lane. 

 Double-clicking a swimmer removes them from the event 

 

 



 If you need to add a swimmer, click on the Athletes button from the main  screen (exit the Run screen 

by clicking the yellow folder with the arrow       ) 

o Select Add Athlete 

o Enter the swimmer’s Name, Gender, Age, and Team 

o Click OK to save the swimmer (the screen won’t close) 

o Continue to add additional swimmers if necessary. Click ‘Cancel’ after the last swimmer has 

been entered. 

o Exit the Athletes menu (       ) 

o Re-enter the ‘Run’ menu, choose the event(s) that the swimmer is supposed to be in, and 

follow the steps on the previous page to add a swimmer to the event. 

 ALWAYS compare the green “Finish Recorder” sheets after each event. The first heat must go by the 

visual confirmation of the finish judge. In the case where someone with a faster time actually finished 

behind another swimmer, you’ll need to make the adjustment. 

o For the event in error, click the button: JD 

o Re-arrange the order of finish by typing the changed place order in the column JD PL 

o Re-arrange the score accordingly, by using the column JD Points 

o To abide by the “no sweep” rule (if team A gets 1-2-3 and team B has anyone in the event finish 

4th+), use the JD button to find the third place finisher for Team A. In the column JD Points, enter 

-1 to remove all points for that swimmer. Enter 1 for the swimmer in 4th place from Team B. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Once everything is good for the entire event, click Re-Score to score the event and move on. 

Don’t forget to enter results for multiple heats: 


